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To
The Members  
Devmudraa a movement school
Aurangabad

Dear V Soumyasri, 
I wish to congratulate you and Devmudraa family, students, teachers and trustees on 
the completion of ten years.
It was a great pleasure to be associated with Devmudraa and its activities in the past 
ten years. I have seen it growing in the right direction particularly the commitment 
towards socially relevant topics is commendable. I can very well state that Devmudraa 
in last ten years have contributed in cultural growth of the city.
V Soumyasri with her creative excellence and interest in social cause, Devmudraa will 
achieve greater heights in coming years. I wish them greater success and best wishes.
Congratulations!

Prof Dr Shashikant Barhanpurkar
Senior Dramatist 

EX- HOD, Department of Dramatics,
Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathawada University

Aurangabad 
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When I visited for the first time (years ago) the Devmudraa movement school in Aurangabad 
I was so fascinated and inspired by the teacher and the dancers. For me being present at their 
regular class was like a magical transporter ritual back in times – as if through the dancers’ 
amassing devotion, passion and surrendering to the divineI could see the spirit that has 
been moving the classical Indian dancers since the beginning of all times. I remember how 
strongly I felt this immediate connection beyond times. Later on following the performances 
of Devmudraa and attending several times the Samskriti festival I grew to become even 
more in love with Indian classical dances.  As a European theatre and dance director and 
producer, I have been always fascinated by the way the classical dancer in India is trained and 
perform. Once, I read an article saying that the Indian classical danceris the first multimedia 
text appeared in our civilization and I liked this metaphor very much. The classical Indian 
dancer is carrying the word, the sound and the image in one; he/she while dancing is always 
busy connecting the steps, the mudras and the facial expression in one and thus manifesting 
the playfulness of the human nature itself. 
The Indian culture has the privilege to be a preserver of ancient sacred knowledge of our 
civilization about human nature, philosophy and art, and the classical Indian dancer is like 
a living book carrying massages over times with its magic of movements. Attending the 
annual Samskriti festival and sinking into the beauty of classical Indian dances for me every 
time is like afeast: the fantastic colours that the dancers are wearing, the precision and 
graciousness of the movements, the rhythm of forgotten ancient beats, the beauty of the 
moving bodies, the incredible sense of timelessness and eternity that communicates to the 
audience…and of course the amassing presences of the young performers. All this for me is 
likeincredible celebration of creativity in the nowness of our time! 
Happy anniversary dear friends from Devmudraa movement school, what a noble task you 
have carrying meanings and beauty through times! 

Elena Panayotova
Theatre director, Bulgaria
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“Dancing is the loftiest, the most moving, the most beautiful of the arts, because 
it is no mere translation or abstraction from life; it is life itself - Havelock Ellis”
What started in 2006 as a mere thought of what havelock ellis has so profoundly 
described in his words has over the last decade evolved into a movement
A continuous endeavour to express and explore the beauty of the world around 
us
It gives me a great sense of pride and happiness that it devmudraa has 
successfully created a platform for talented artists and enthusiasts to connect 
and benefit from the collective outlook of all members
I am sure that the movement we have together started will only grow over the 
coming years.
I wish the entire team at Devmudraa and all it students and Patrons heartiest 
congratulations as we commemorate the Ten years of the devmudraa movement

   

Rajesh Pawar
Pune
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I consider it a privilege, honour and take pride in writing 
a few words for the feeling called DEVMUDRAA. I had 
the opportunity of mingling with this tribe almost five 
years ago, wherein lost in the audience seats; I sat viewing 
a mesmerising programme. This was sequeled , a year 
after, by yet another dance drama extravaganza called VITTHAL TUKYACHA ...leaving 
all spellbound! Hence this School of Dance may sound to be yet another performing Arts 
School on the block, but is more of an experience to be had by the seeker, especially of the 
Indian Dance and art forms at large. 
The personality at the helm, is the revered Danseuse Guru V. Soumyasri a seasoned person 
and a master of the several performing arts and their amalgamations and fusions. To her 
credit is the decade long DEVMUDRAA movement of performing, learning, development 
and revival. As the chief of the Dance school and the several public performances it engages 
into, she ensures that each move of hers and the pupil who are ordained, is an outcome of 
the coordinated effort of the abyssal study of the art forms, investing several hours of floor 
practice and a dedicated attainment of the order.
There is something more peculiar to the Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi,Odissi and the regional 
folk performances of  V. Soumyasri, the passion not to ripe in the success of her last 
performance or that of her disciples, rather improving and developing on the last one. There 
lies the success of her devotion and passion towards the theme she picks up for her public 
shows. On the other front it has to its arsenal a big troupe of male dancers, which is rare today, 
thus ensuring the cultural authenticity of the performing heritage. On yet another front, the 
grounded nature of the school ensures all equal opportunities and universal accessibility.
I am sure that the passion of the school and its driver, continues to the zenith and to impart 
professional and well studied learning of the dance forms, for which our country is adored 
worldwide.V. Soumyasri may have not realised that her painstaking efforts surely have 
resulted into conservation of our intangiable heritage of our performing dance forms as 
more and more youths take up to DEVMUDRAA. She owes this pride from the lineage of a 
family who has practised the dance forms since ages, her Gurus and a reckoning force, her 
husband Ramdas Pawar. 
I wish Ms. V. SOUMYASRI, DEVMUDRAA and the students a very happy journey of 
ten years and am hopeful the seekers of the traditions and customs of India have a trusted 
place to view these art forms, through the various performances and the widespread disciple 
community!    

Chandrashekhar Jaiswal
Deputy General Manager

Maharashtra Tourism              
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 “Dance is my breath, teaching a life style and promoting art is an on-going mission”
Dr. K. Uma Rama Rao, nee Uma Maheshwari, was a versatile and well-known Guru, 
choreographer, researcher and exponent of Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam. She is a recipient 
of prestigious “Sangeet Natak Academy” award from the Central Sangeet Natak Academy, 
Government of India, New Delhi in 2003 and many others.
Born on July 4th, 1938 at Visakhapatnam, Dr. Uma Rama Rao,  was the eldest daughter 
of Late Dr. Vaddadi V.Krishna Rao and Late Smt. Sowbhagayam.  She started her training 
at a tender age of six under able gurus like P. V. Narasimha Rao, Nataraja Ramakrishna, 
Brahmasri Vedantam Lakshminarayana Sastry, Pakkir Swami Pillai and C.R.Acharya. 
Academic background
A diploma holder in Music and Dance from the then Madras Government during 1950s, 
and a post-graduation in Economics from Osmania University, her thirst for knowledge in 
performing arts, education and research made her pursue her doctoral studies on the topic 
“King Shahaji’s Yakshagana Prabandhalu” and has been awarded Doctor of Philosophy 
with a gold medal from Potti Sreeramulu Telugu University for her exemplary work.
Career Path
Her teaching career started as a lecturer in 1961 at the ‘Thyagaraja Government College 
of Music and Dance’ in Hyderabad, and recognizing her potential and commitment the 
then Government of Andhra Pradesh in 1984 gave her the challenging task of establishing 
the Dance Department at Potti Sreeramulu Telugu University and worked as Associate 
Professor in Dance till her retirement in 2000.During her tenure as head of the dance 

DR. SMT. KOLLURI UMA RAMA RAO
(July 4th 1938 – August 27th 2016)   

Legendary Kuchipudi Guru & Scholar

We pay our Tributes
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department, she introduced on-line Distance Education programs in Kuchipudi dance and 
also designed the curriculum for Certificate, Diploma, undergraduate, post-graduate and 
research methodology.
Dance journey 
During 1950s she performed, along with her younger sister, Smt. Sumathy Kaushal, in 
various cities in the country and received accolades and honours. She performed at various 
prestigious cultural events.
In 1961, she had the privilege of performing on the occasion of inaugural function of 
Ravindra Bharati auditorium in Hyderabad as the protagonist, “Chitrangada” written by 
Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore.
Honours, Awards and Research fellowships
She has been honoured and given titles -State Kalaratna, Life time achievement award from 
Natyasastra, (USA), Pratibha Puraskar from Potti sreeramulu Telugu University, Dhavantari 
Praibha puraskar to name a few. In recognition of her services in the field of dance education, 
she received the ‘Best Teacher’ award at University in 1998 from the department of Higher 
Education, Government of Andhra Pradesh, India in recognition of her services in the field 
of art education..  
On receiving National Senior Fellowship awarded by the Department of Culture, New 
Delhi, Uma Rama Rao completed a research project on “A Comparative study of Kuchipudi, 
Thanjavur and Melattur Telugu classical Yakshagana Tradition., Uma Rama Rao’s ‘Shahaji 
Yakshagana Prabandhalu” brought to the fore an unknown facet of a Maratha ruler, King 
Shahaji-II.
As a founder-director of Lasya Priya,an Academy of Indian dancesestablished in 1985 at 
Hyderabad, she imparted training in Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam styles of dances and 
shaped hundreds of students.  Lasya Priya also served as the centre for training students 
for Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) certificate courses in Kuchipudi and 
Bharatanatyam.

Choreography& Repertoire
Her another unique contribution to dance was by way of presenting more than a hundred 
dance-drama-s during her illustrious career in the field of dance.   The content explored the 
literary and lyrical structure of various  musical & lyrical composers Viz. Thyagaraja’s Nauka 
Charitra,/ Narayana Theertha’s Sadhvi Rukmini/, select 108 keertanas of Annamacharya 
in three parts and even giving dance-visual presentation to the documented sources like 
inscriptions of ‘Dasavatara Suladi’ on the walls of Sri Venkateswara temple in Tirupati, and 
Sanskrit text like ‘Srinivasa Gadyam’ of  TTD publications. Vishupallakiseva and Shankar 
Pallaki seva prabandhams of King Shahaji,/Sivanatakam yakshagana& Veera Lakshmi 
Vilasam  by Tarigonda Vengamamba,/ Tanjavur Yakshaganam Chitakuta Mahatyam,/ 
Jnanapeet awardee,  Dr, C. Narayana Reddy’s Vishwabara, Mandakini,Navadurga (with 
lyrical text in Sanskrit) and the latest Parvati Kalyanam by Mahadeva Sambho, her maternal 
grandfather , to name a few.
Her repository of dance compositions for solo presentations too included various composers 
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and the ever-popular dance composition from two decades being ‘Maheshwari mahakali’ 
lyrical composition by music scholar, Balantarapu Rajanikanta Rao  as well as King Shahaji’s 
composition “ Koluvai Unnade  Deva Devudu “( of  film Swarna kamalam fame ) were  the   
choreographical gems of Uma Rama Rao.

Presentations and Publications 
She is a prolific writer contributing articles and researched papers to leading dance journals, 
newspapers, magazines, souvenirs published both in Telugu and English languages. Her 
own publications are: “Kuchipudi Bharatam” in English, B.A. Kuchipudi Dance (co-author 
- Professor PSR Appa Rao,) and “Shahaji’s Yakshagana prabandhalu” in Telugu which have 
proved to be much demanded reference text books for various dance courses. She got re-
printed ‘Dancing Bells’ written by her guru - Dr Nataraja Ramakrishna catering to children 
readership. Her lecture-demonstration on various aspects of Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam 
are always knowledge-giving, appealing to even lay audience and in demand at prestigious 
workshops conducted by art-promoting and government’s organisations like SPICMACAY, 
CCRT and others.
Dr. Uma Rama Rao says,
 “Dance is eternal and a moving spirit”
 
Lasya Priya 
Academy of Indian Dances& International centre for Higher learning & Research,
Ph 040 66789617, Email: vramam@ gmail.com
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At Devmudraa, we believe 
“Dance can empower individuals and communities.
Theatre is a force that can unite, uplift, teach and 
build communities,
Inspire, and heal.”
It is a not-for-profit trust has been actively involved 
since 2007 in the promotion, preservation and 
dissemination of our heritage and culture through 
seminars, workshops and cultural festivals in 
Aurangabad.
For quite some time, we at Devmudraa have been 
concerned about the arts being regarded as “elitist”, 
accessible to a privileged few. We believe there is 

a correlation between shrinking   audiences for the arts and an increase in the “disconnect” 
between artist and community.  We see ourselves not just as an arts organization but also 
as a community outreach and arts development institute. We want to take classical and 
folk dances, dance - theatre plays, awareness programmes and workshops for women and 
children alike, everywhere especially to schools and colleges, women organizations, reach 
out to people from every strata of society.
Devmudraa’s aim has been to generate interest in dance for all, young and old alike, experiment 
with new dance-theatre language by having an ongoing dialogue with traditional dances 
echoing social issues, in particular Indian dances. To bring you closer to understanding 
our language, we conduct classes, workshops and residencies to stimulate, challenge and 
change the mind and body for newer creative avenues.  Dance is a expression of powerful 
energy. It is a continuous quest to conceptualize and translate, life and its oddities in the 
contemporary life through performance.
With your support and encouragement and commitment towards social cause, Devmudraa a 
movement school became a prominent cultural organization in our city. We are very proud 
that Devmudraa had imprinted its marks on the national as well as international arena. 
Today Devmudraa is imparting training to more than 150 students from basic to the post 
graduation level in three different venues in Aurangabad with sub branches in Nagpur. We 
have plans to open a brach in Pune, Hyderabad and Mumbai in coing academic year.
It is very important for a dance enthusiast to learn about various other aspects of dance 
like academics, presentation and making it socially relevant. To inculcate the professional 
aptitude and creative zest in the students, Devmudraa is constantly striving to achieve this. 
We are looking for guidance and support from people like you who are for our culture and 
have faith in great Indian tradition of classical arts.
Some of the major performances by the Devmudraa group in the last ten years in state, 
national and international level 
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2008 - V Soumyasri  & Devmudraa group  presented “Bharat Saptak” a bouquet of Bharata 
Natyam dance in February 2008, Aurangabad 
Bharata Natyam – Thangta, classical dance fusion of Shringara and Veera rasa on the 
occasion of Marathi State Film Awards Ceremony, Garware Stadium, Aurangabad on 29th 
April, 2008.
V Soumyasree and her disciples presented Bharata Natyam at the prestigious Natyanjali 
festival in March 2010 at Chembur, Mumbai
“Celebrations” a culmination of 3 workshops conducted specially to spread the awareness 
of Indian culture and dance as part of International dance day event on 29th April 2010, 
Aurangabad
V Soumyasree & her disciples presented Dance Euphoria (fusion of Bharata Natyam, 
Kuchipudi & Creative dance) at the Gurudham Annual festival of Music & Dance at Asansol 
and Kolkatta on 2nd October’2010
Devmudraa group performed at Shivaratri’s Natyanjali, Mumbai on 20th Feb 2011
6th October 2011 – Annual Dance Festival of Devmudraa by the students at Tapadiya Natya 
Mandir, Aurangabad
7th October 2012 – The Taj Hotel, Aurangabad, Indian Dance Extravaganza for the foreign 
delegates of Johnson & Johnson ltd., Waluj by Devmudraa group. An event managed by 
Showbiz Exp Communications, Mumbai 
8th March 2012   - Women’s Day celebrations at Devmudraa  -  Dance therapy Workshop for 
women from 1st March to 8th March 2012 International Women’s Week. Grand performance 
by the women participants on 8th March and honoured 10 eminent women from different 
fields and Interaction & Discussion on the topic “Who am I?” evoked good response from 
audience and print media 
30th June 2012, Aurangabad, 2nd performance of “Vithal Tukyacha” dance theatre production 
for Sakhi Manch, an event by Lokmat Times, leading state newspaper
4th July, Latur, Maharashtra, 3rd performance of “Vithal Tukyacha” and also folk 
extravaganza by  V Soumyasri and Devmudraa group
24th October 2012 - Ghungroo puja and dance performance by all the students on 
the occasion of Dussehra at Devmudraa, Aurangabad
27th October 2012 – 3rd Annual Dance Festival of Devmudraa at Aurangabad. 
Around 60 students performed various aspects of Bharata Natyam Repertoire
30th December 2012 – Bharata Natyam performance by V Soumyasri and 
4th January 2013 – Welcome cultural program for International Agriculture 
student delegates, Aurangabad 
6th Jan 2013 – Bharata Munivar Anjali (Guinness book of record of 2000 dancers 
performing together) Karur, Tamil Nadu 
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27th Janurary 2013 – Kuchipudi and Bharata Natyam performance based on the theme of 
Lord Krishna for Jagannath Rathyatra by ISCON, Aurangabad
8th March 2013- Aurangabad
Bharata Natyam, Kuchipudi and Folk dance performance on the theme of “spirit and energy 
of Women - Shakti” on the occasion of International Women’s Day
19th March 2013- New Delhi
“Three Earths” thematic dance theatre presentation on the theme of woman and her safety 
in the 4th Annual Sangeet Nrithya Utsav organized by India World Cultural Forum
6th April 2013, Pune
Kuchipudi performance at Amritanjali Festival organized by Smt Shashikala Ravi, an 
eminent Bharata Natyam Danseuse
28th & 29th April 2013, Aurangabad
Kuchipudi in  4th Samskriti - a  festival of classical dances hosted by Devmudraa, the group 
performed Dance dramas “Vithal Tukyacha” based on Sant Tukaram and his autobiographical 
abhangs  &  “Three Earths” based on issues about women 
29th June 2013, Hyderabad
‘Vithal Tukyacha”  performance in 75th Birthday celebrations of Sangeet Natak  Akademi 
Awardee Guru Uma Rama Rao, Hyderabad
3rd August 2013 – Hyderabad
 Kuchipudi recital as part of Inauguration of Cycle Heritage Quiz (State level) program 

organized by Prowess Company
26th August 2013, Devmudraa Studio, Aurangabad

Bharata Natyam Margam presentation by V Soumyasri and disciples 
especially performed for Japanese delegates who visited Aurangabad 
2 8 t h August 2013, Aurangabad

Bharata Natyam, Folk and Creative dance on the 
occasion of Janmashthami programme by Devmduraa 
group led by V Soumyasri at ISKCON Temple, 
Aurangabad

13th & 16th October 2013
Kuchipudi & Bharata Natyam Performance 
on Dussehra 13th October at Devmudraa 

Hall, & Annual Dance festival of Devmudraa 
on 16th October at Yashwantrao Chauhan 

Natyagruha, Aurangabad
9th November 2013, Pune 
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Kuchipudi Performance at Nritya Sabha Festival organized by Nritya Prerana International 
School of Bharata Natyam, Pune
Group thematic dance presentation 5th January 2014 – Bharata Natyam “Three Earths’ at 
5th Cuttack Mahotsav - International Dance & Music Festival, Cuttack, Odisha organized 
by Theatre Personality Prof  Dr Karthik Rath
26th Jan 2014, Aurangabad
ISKCON Rath Yatra Festival, V Soumysri & Group performed  dance drama “Vithal 
Tukyacha”
27th   Jan 2014, Aurangabad
Special Classical dance performance by Devmudraa Group for Sakhi Manch , Lokmat, 
Aurangabad
13th February 2015, Aurangabad:  Vithal Tukyacha thematic group Performance in “Kala 
Utsav” organised by dept., of Culture, Govt of Maharashtra in Aurangabad
17th July,  2015, Aurangabad: Vithal Tukayacha  as part of Ashadi Ekadashi month 
celebrations 
26th September, 2015, Indore: Bharata Natyam performance and Vithal Tukyacha 
performance at Indore, Rajendra Nagar Maharashtra Samaj 
25th October, 2015,Aurangabad: Choreographed for Annual Dance Festival, for Devmudraa 
titled Pasayadan.  
29th November, 2015: Bharatanatyam and Kuchipudi performance as part of annual meet of 
Karnataka Sangh, Aurangabad
13th & 14th February 2016: Samskriti- a festival of classical dances, Aurangabad – 
Conceptualised the festival and also performed Kuchipudi with disciples 
30th April 2016, Aurangabad:  Organised and performed in a charity dance concert for the 
aid of farmers of drought hit in Marathawada region, Aurangabad district
25th June 2016, Hyderabad: Performed thematic group presentation “Vithal Tukayacha” at 
Shilparamam, an Arts & Cultural Society, Hyderabad 
15TH to 24th July 2016, Bulgaria: Was invited to teach Indian dance (Bharatanatyam and 
Kuchipudi) in Summer theatre workshop & Artistes Academy, Shiroka Laka for children by 
DEN GRI Foundation headed by eminent theatre director Elena Panayatova and performed 
Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam in the cities of Smolyan and Shiroka Laka. 
8th  & 9th October 2016, Aurangabad & Vaijapur: Performance at Brahmakumaris program  
14th to 16th October 2016, Aurangabad: Devmudraa students participated in Ellora Ajanta 
festival for local talent in Kalagram organized by MTDC & Dept of culture, Maharashtra. 
20th November 2016, Pune: Kuchipudi by Devmudraa group at Nritya Sabha festival 
16th December 2016, Annual Dance Festival on theme “Ram Katha” by more than 80 
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Students of Devmudraa in Aurangabad
12th January 2017, Bangalore: Devmudraa group presented Bharatanatyam in Kadambari 
Utsav
21st January 2017: Students performed Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam at Nritya Aradhana 
festival organized by Shree Ram Musical Foudnation, Aurangabad
26th January 2017: Patriotic dance by Devmudraa group at IIMUN Conference, Gaikwad 
Global School, Aurangabad
29th January 2017, Aurangabad: Opening dance at the conference of Brahma Kumaris 
organization

Maharang 
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Achievements of Devmudraa students in various state and national competitons in the last two years
• November 2015, Ishita Kulkarni & Aditi Kakne of received special prizes in Duet –Bharatanatyam 

dance competition in Bal Kala Utsav, New Delhi. Ishani Kulkarni got special prize in solo 
Bharatanatyam junior category

• Cuttack International Festival - Odisha (January 2016) -  Vedangi Hiswankar 
& Rohini Pimple Yadav received special prize for Duet Bharatanatyam,                                                                                             
Trupti Kurle for solo Kuchipudi, Shital K Jaiswal got best performance and Sai Ghadge got special 
prize in Bharatanatyam, Rohini Pimple Yadav for Solo, Trupti, Sai, Shital for Kuchipudi Group.   

• Swar Sadhana Competition – Mumbai (January 2016) Ishani Kulkarni got 3rd Prize in all India 
Classical Dance Competition & others who successfully participated were Sanjana Jain, Ashwini 
Deshpande, Yashika Jain, Manali Sudhalkar, Shraddha Sindhankar, Ishita Kulkarni, Mrunmayi 
Khillare and Aditi Kakane

• February 2016, Aurangabad : Sowbhagya Pratibha All India Classical dance competition, Ishita 
Kulkarni secured 2nd Position in Middle Bharatanatyam 

• Dance Jathre – Bangalore (April 2016) – Trupti Kurle received participation certificate
• Dance Hiddenidol state competition – Pune – Ishani Kulkarni & Trupti Kurle got selected for the 

next level i.e., National level to be held at Chennai
• “Dharohar” Competition in Shimla on July 16, 2016 –                                          Ishita Kulkarni (1st 

prize) Ishani Kulkarni & Manali Sudhalkar (Consolation Prizes)
• Akshata Kulkarni Memorial Competition – Aurangabad on September 16th, 2016, Trupti Kurle (3rd 

Prize), Aishwarya Nawale & Vedangi Hiswankar got consolation Prizes) & Shraddha Sindhankar, 
Aditi Kakane & Ishita Kulkarni received participation Certificates

• Bal Kala Utsav – New Delhi (November 2016) Mrunmayi Yadav Got Second Prize in 
Bharatanatyam and Semi-classical dance) & Sayli Wate received participation certificate

• Shraddha Sindhankar participated in Laheja State level classical dance competiton in January 2017
• Swaralee Bhope successfully participated in “Swar Sadhana” all India classical dance competition 

in January 2017
• Ved Classical dance competition on 29th January 2017, Ishani Kulkarni participated in Junior 

Bharatanatyam category.

Maharang Vitthal
Tukyacha
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Devmudraa’s Major dance drama productions
VITHAL TUKYACHA 
It is a dance drama presentation in Bharata Natyam 
and Warkari Bhajan Sampradaya (devotional singing 

tradition) based 
on poetry of 
great Saint 
p o e t - c o m p o s e r 
Tukaram.  This 
year we are 
presenting biographical sketch of great saint Tukaram, 
a selection of his autobiographical “abhangs” and bring 
about and to underline the plight of a down trodden in 
the unbeararable times of famine.

Written and Directed by Ramdas V Pawar, Choreography by V Soumyasri

THREE EARTHS
This dance theatre production focuses on issues related to women, farmers and Mother Earth. 
We are showcasing the first segment: a woman. It is an expression of protest and strikes at 
the power equation between man and woman, a shift in gender politics while pointing to the 
power loathes and exploitation from the times of documented history.
 Premiered in the year 2008 in Aurangabad, the first segment of this presentation concerning 
women has been recently presented in New Delhi in March 2013 as part of National festival 
of music and dance with the theme “Safe & Secure Delhi, in particular to make women’s 
lives more safe and secure in Delhi and other places in the country” by India World Cultural 
Forum. Written and Directed by Ramdas V Pawar, Choreography by V Soumyasri
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V Soumyasri 
Director

Devmudraa a movement school  

V Soumyasri is a professional Bharata Natyam & Kuchipudi dancer, teacher and 
choreographer. She has MFA in  Bharatanatyam Dance from University of Mumbai and 
also successfully completed UGC-NET Lectureship in Performing Arts and is pursuing  
Ph.D in Dramatics subject with relation to Dance at Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathawada 
University, Aurangabad
She is contributory Faculty for dance Dept., of Dance & Dramatics, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar 
Marathawada University, Aurangabad for the eight years. 
A postgraduate in classical dance from Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya, University of 
Mumbai under the able guidance of Padmabhushan Dr.Kanak Rele,  she has also  studied 
Kuchipudi at Muvva Academy for Kuchipudi dance, Mumbai under the tutelage of Dr. 
Rajyalakshmi Seth and undergone advance training from late Dr Uma Rama Rao (Sangeet 
Natak Akademi Awardee), Hyderabad and Smt. Sumathy Kaushal, USA . 
She has numerous performances in India at various festivals to her credit in the country and 
abroad in prestigious venues like Switzerland, Nehru Centre, London and many more. She 
has presented her research papers at various state, national and international conferences and 
seminars. To name a few:  Attended and presented research papers in seminars/workshops 
conducted by  ISTR Conferences at Aurangabad, Mumbai, Goa, Ajmer and IFTR Theatre 
conference at University of Warwick, UK,  Caux Artists Program, multicultural Arts program 
at Caux, Switzerland  
“Dance as Therapy “in International Conference on Yoga Naturopathy and Dance Therapy, 
Bangalore. 
“Role of myths and folklore” in Myths, History, Tradition and Modernity in English Indian 
Drama at National Research Seminar, Govt. Autonomous P G College, Chhindwara, Madhya 
Pradesh 
Many of her articles are published online on portals like www.narthaki.com, artist-india 
gallery, www.artindia.com, Boloji.com, India World Cultural Forum etc., also published in 
Newpapers - Lokmat Times & The Times of India. She is a Member Of International Dance 
Council (CID) UNESCO, Paris, also member of India World Cultural Forum, New Delhi. 

Experience in Drama :
1996 to 2005: Directed & Choreographed many dance dramas productions & plays in 
Omkarananda Saraswati Nilayam, Rishikesh, Mussoorie International School, Mussoorie 
& Seth Anandram Jaipuuria School, Kanpur
2006 onwards: Attended many workshops and short term courses in drama by eminent 
artistes. Acted in many dance based dramas and for the past eight years, associated with 
Drama dept., Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathawada University, Aurangabad
1989 to 1995: Acted and performed in Nalanda Dance Research Centre’s productions 
(Santawani, Shilapadikaram, Shakuntalam) and taught graduate students as part of post 
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graduation studies.  
2009-2010: Attended Mime workshop under Padmasri Niranjan Goswami, Kolkatta in 
Dept., of Dramatics, Dr BAMU, Aurangabad                                                                       
July- August 2011, Switzerland- Theatre Musicals and Opera workshop under Hollywood 
actor Bev Appleton, California 
21st Janurary 2014, Sathaye College, Vile Parle, Mumbai, Attended and participated in a 
Theater workshop conducted by Arena Stage, Washington D.C.      
15th July to 24th July – Bulgaria: Conducted 10 day workshop in Bharatanatyam for 
children at Summer theatre workshop for children directed by Elena Panayatova, DEN GRI 
Foudnation, Bulgaria

Teaching Experience – 1996 to 2016
1996 to 1998 & 2000 to 2006 – Worked as Classical dance teacher and also Head of the 
Dept., Music and Dance, Mussoorie International School, Uttarakhand 
August 2007 onwards - Dramatics Dept., Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathawada University, 
Aurangabad as faculty for dance and choreography 
July 2010 onwards – Contributory lecturer at Dept of Dance, BAMU
Theory & Practical Syllabus: Teaching Abhinaya (facial histrionics), Bharata Natyam, 
Technique, Choreography to BPA & BA (Dance) degree students at Dr. B A M U, Aurangabad

Main Performances: 2015 to 2016 :
13th February 2015, Aurangabad: Vithal Tukyacha thematic group Performance in “Kala 
Utsav” organised by dept., of Culture, Govt of Maharashtra in Aurangabad
17th July, Aurangabad: Vithal Tukayacha  as part of Ashadi Ekadashi month celebrations 
26th September, Indore: Bharata Natyam performance and Vithal Tukyacha performance at 
Indore, Rajendra Nagar Maharashtra Samaj 
25th October, Aurangabad: Choreographed for Annual Dance Festival, for Devmudraa titled 
Pasayadan.  
29th November: Bharatanatyam and Kuchipudi performance as part of annual meet of 
Karnataka Sangh, Aurangabad
12th December 2016, Aurangabad: Bharatanatyam & Kuchipudi performances by V 
Soumyasri & students of BA Dance at the inauguration of Dance seminar & also at cultural 
evening, Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathawada University, Aurangabad
16th January 2016, Aurangabad: Performed Kuchipudi at Nritya Yatra Festival
13th & 14th February: Samskriti- a festival of classical dances, Aurangabad – Conceptualised 
the festival and also performed Kuchipudi with disciples 
30th April 2016, Aurangabad: Organised and performed in a charity dance concert for the 
aid of farmers of drought hit in Marathawada region, Aurangabad district
25th June 2016, Hyderabad: Performed thematic Bharatanatyam group presentation “Vithal 
Tukayacha” at Shilparamam, an Arts & Cultural Society, Hyderabad 
15TH to 24th July 2016, Bulgaria: Was invited to teach Indian dance (Bharatanatyam and 
Kuchipudi) in Summer theatre workshop & Artistes Academy, Shiroka Laka for children by 
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DEN GRI Foundation headed by eminent theatre director Elena Panayatova and performed 
Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam in the cities of Smolyan and Shiroka Laka. 
25th October 2016 – Performed solo Kuchipudi for Naatya Sandhya festival organized by 
India World Cutural Forum, New Delhi at Epicentre, Gurgaon
21st December 2016 – Performed Kuchipudi at AATA (All Aurangabad Telugu Association) 
Aurangabad

Awards and Achievements
• 2009- Conferred with the Award/Title ” Nrithya Guru Kamalam ” on 12th December’09 

in Chennai by the prestigious cultural organisation Sri Sumukhi Rajasekharan Memorial 
Foundation, Mylapore, Chennai for her contribution and promotion of classical dances 
Kuchipudi and Bharata Natyam

• 2011- Given Performance & conducted lecture demonstration on 28th & 29th April 
2011 and was conferred with World Dance Day Purashkar on 29th April 2011 at 
Visakhapatnam by Natraj Music & Dance Academy in collaboration with Andhra 
Pradesh Government.

• 2013 -  Is  awarded with “Jatis Excellence Award for Dance Promotion” Naatya Veda” 
in New Delhi organized by Natraj Music & Dance Academy, Regd., Visakhapatnam  
New Delhi on  21st December 2013 

• 2014 - “Nritya Shiromani” National Honour by Utkal  Yuva Sanskrutik Sangh, Cuttack 
on 4th January 2014 in Cuttack, Odisha  

• 2014- Shortlisted for the best three women Achiever’s of the year from Aurangabad for 
Lokmat’s Sakhi Manch Stree Sakthi Award

• 2016 – Is selected for participation in Festivals of India Abroad by Ministry of Culture, 
Govt. of India as a graded artiste in Bharatanatyam and Kuchipudi 

• 2015- 2016 – Is selected for preliminary Senior fellowship scholarship by Ministry of 
Culture

Other Areas :

Worked and spread the importance of Organic Farming and Education for girl child in 
rural areas through Arts (Dance, Drama and Movement training) to rural women with 
close association with an NGO- Integrated Institute for Rural Development (IIRD) Bidkin, 
Aurangabad District.

Examiner and setting papers for University level UG &PG exams and also for Akhil 
Bharataiya Gandharva Mahavidyalaya, Mumbai examinations. Also examiner for Khairagarh 
University and Dept of Performing Arts, Baroda University.
Expert/Examiner for Interviews for CCRT scholarships & Bal Bhavan’s Balshree Award.
Is a Member of International Dance Council, UNESCO, Paris & Member of India World 
Cultural Forum (IWCF), New Delhi
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Our Journey and Vision

Life has immense possibilities. Yes it is true. When I finally decided to quit secured 
employment with all luxuries of life and settle down in Aurangabad with my husband and 
his new job, I had very little to do. Yes Life is like that. Sometimes you find it very difficult to 
understand your selves while you land up yourself in trouble. In my case, I was in unknown 
city and lot of time. I tried visiting the university, fortunately the department of Dramatics 
showed interest in what I know: Dance. Entering in the university, dept of Dramatics helped 
me to understand the cultural politics of the industrial town. The fabric of the town was 
mixed. It was urbananized in a way. Yet the major middle class which was to send their kids 
later to learn dance was yet feudal and migratory in nature but being a heritage city and long 
being nurtured as one of the most visited tourist destinations of the country, the city was in 
know of classical traditions in music and dance. Looking at the current state of affairs and 
my ability to negotiate with the challenge, I started from my home instructing two young 
girls. First couple of months we both were learning. Six months passed, I could get the 
feeling that it is possible.
When we got the first assignment it was imperative to give a name, I found Devmudraa the 
most fitting. The first assignment we got was to train rural women from Bidkin to perform 
in New Delhi at National Convention.
As an individual I started working with schools preparing them for their annual gatherings in 
Aurangabad as well as other places. In the year 2008, it was first time decided that Devmudraa 
should present its annual event. Bharat Saptak – an ensemble of classical dance was first 
presented. Devmudraa pursued its social commitments being a part of Marathawada where 
the number of farmers committing suicides was alarming, we produced a thematic dance 
“Three Earths” depicting the plight of toiling farmers. The production which encompassed 
the plight of creator that is farmer, woman and Earth received very well by the audience and 
dance lovers.
We went on to direct and perform “Vithal Tukayacha” a dance drama based on the life of 
Sant Turkaram which received good response and rare reviews. We have performed over 12 
shows of the above in the last four years.
Our other major creative works in the year 2016 were Maharang – the essence of folk 
culture from the state of Maharashtra and Ram Katha, depicting the life of lord Rama in 
Bharatanatyam.
My dream is to create and develop Devmudraa into a national level performing arts training 
centre with all the facilities in Aurangabad, I am working towards my goal with the blessings 
of all my gurus, family members and well-wishers and the long years spent at my Alma 
Mater Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya and the sound  training with all my gurus and 
the knowledge and wisdom they have instilled in me and my disciples will definitely support 
us.
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Samskriti - 2017
a festival of Indian classical dances

Devmudraa a movement school is a cultural trust established in the year 2007 by V 
Soumyasri, a Bhartantayam & Kuchipudi Dancer, teacher, choreographer and research 
scholar. Devmudraa has earned a name for itself as a premier institution for performing arts 
especially classical dances in Aurangabad because of its various active cultural programs, 
training, performances, festivals etc., We are celebrating our 10 year celebrations with our 
national festival of classical dances “Samskriti – a festival of classical dances” this year 
being the the successful one.
The festival was started in the year 2010 with an aim to promote Indian classical dances 
and invite artistes of national and international repute to the heritage city of Aurangabad. 
The festival is conceptualized and started by Ramdas V Pawar, an eminent educationist, 
writer and creative director and member of the trust and V Soumyasri, Chief choregrapher 
& Director of Devmudraa a movement school

Ramdas V Pawar
Creative Director                                    

V Soumyasri    
Chief Choreographer  
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Samskriti - 2017
Performances

Bharatanatyam - Dr. Uma Rele, Mumbai
 
Astanayikas  - the concept of women in love in the Natyashastra. 
She will portray 4 types of Women – 
Vasakkasajja- the one awaiting her beloved’s arrival,
Svadheenabhartruka- the one who’s husband is under her subjugation, 
Khandita- the one who is deceived in love and finally
Abhsarika- the one who overcomes all hurdles to unite with her beloved

Dr. Uma Rele is an Indian dancer and an academician. She is the Principal of the 
Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya, in Mumbai.On completing her B.A. Hons. in 
Economics & Political Science, Dr. Uma Rele joined Nalanda due to her undying 
passion for Indian Classical Dance ‘Bharata Natyam’. She completed her course at 
Nalanda with distinction in Masters and completed her doctoral research on Nayikas, 
heroines of Indian Classical Dance’.
Dr. Uma Rele is an exceptionally well trained, highly qualified dancer who is not 
only a proficient performer but also an excellent theoretician, analyser and guru. 
She has been guiding students in India and abroad and has conducted numerous 
workshops and has been invited to take Dance exams at Doha, Mauritius and U.S. 
She has performed with her troupe at the famous Khajuraho Dance Festival and has 
given several other shows. She is an expert at natuvangum and reciting shollus.
She is of the belief that with proper training and guidance any one can be a master in 
classical dance. You cannot force todays generation to step into classical dance, One 
needs to have keen interest towards it and she is ever ready to help and encourage 
such young enthusiasts.

Panchamahabhootas
Kathak & Bharatanatyam by the Artistes of Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya, 
Mumbai
PANCHAMAHABHUTAS – THE ELEMENTS (based on the hymns of the Vedas) 
in a scintillating combination of Mohini Attam, Bharata Natyam and Kathak
By the Artistes from Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya 

The names of the artists 
1.Vaidehi Rele and Trusha Panchal Bharatanatyam 
2. Ketaki Kulkarni Samarth in Kathak
3. Mithila Padhya and Jagati Bhatt in Mohiniattam 
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India has thousands of year old tradition of fine arts and classical and folk music 
and dances. Bharatnatyam is popular in Tamil Nadu; it is popular for its intricate 
detailing of the beats and facial expressions. Kathak from North India is widely 
popular for its vibrant footwork. Mohiniattam from Kerala is predominantly known 
for its rhythmic and unbroken flow of circular body movements.

The classical dances have evolved to include the expressions and themes from 
social life and experiences creating awareness amongst the audiences of the rich 
cultural heritage of our country.  India has a long tradition of venerating natural 
phenomena starting from the pre historic vedic era. This era is estimated to be in 
the 3rd millennium B. C. They identify the five Elements - Aakaasha (space), Vaayu 
(air), Agni (fire), Jal (water) and Prithivee (earth). We showcase in this production 
the Cosmic Creation of the Universe – “The Bhramaand”.

In the very beginning, from a tiny speck – millions of galaxies of stars and planets 
were formed. Slowly various living organisms came into existence viz. reptiles, 
mammals finally leading to the most unique creation of nature – “The Man”. The 
Man who worshipped these forces is shown in Kathak style.

The Vedic age is the period of dynamic realism against the static mysticism. The vedic 
verses enable us to enjoy the Beauty in Nature. Swift Kathak moves are performed 
depicting the Wind which blows away the deep sorrows of the noble and vigourous 
Bharatanatyam moves represent the Wild Wind which uproots the evil energies. 

Sun (Soorya) which is the vast luminary, the Nourisher, that enlightens our mind 
body and soul imparting energy and progress is welcomed by Usha, the Goddess 
of Dawn, a little before sunrise, everyday urging the Man to wake up from their 
ignorance. A lyrical combination of both Bharatanatyam and Mohiniattam is seen 
here. 

On one hand, Kathak dancers showcasing the Rains bring in the joy of sustenance 
but on the other hand in traditional Bharatanatyam pieces, thunder, lightning and 
storm causing absolute devastation are seen in the calm waters when they meet the 
winds causing calamities such as the tsunami.  

Despite the vicissitudes and the vagaries of nature, Man survives because his Mother 
Earth blesses him – she urges him to realize the importance of his surroundings and 
goads him to Dance with Nature. A scintillating finale piece in all classical styles 
depicting all the forces of Nature dancing together.   
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Nalanda Dance Research Centre, a non-profit public trust, is a premier institution 
enjoying a unique position in the world of dance and education. Established in 1967 
by the renowned dance exponent and scholar  Padma Bhusahna Dr. KANAK RELE 
as an institution to impart traditional training in classical Indian dancing, Nalanda 
blossomed by 1973 into a unique three-tiered institution with foundation classes 
for pre-university children, "Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya" a College of 
classical dancing affiliated to the University of Mumbai providing formal academic 
education and its different departments for post-doctoral and fundamental research.
Nalanda Dance Research Centre is officially recognized research institute by the 
Ministry of Science and Technology, Govt. of India., the only dance institution to be 
so recognised.

KATHAK KE TANE BANE  : Live Performance
Highlighting the nuances of the Pt. Birju Maharajji's Lucknow tradition of Kathak"
Artistes: Ms Rashmi Jangam (senior disciple of Smt Prabhatai Marathe)
Ms Aishwarya Naik (disciple of Rashmi Jangam and Smt Prabhatai Marathe)

Rashmi Jangam  
Born into a family of performing artists, Rashmi started learning Kathak from Guru 
Prabha Marathe at an early age. In the past 10 years, she has blossomed into an artist 
with a natural sense of grace and rhythm, qualities for which she was commended 
by Pt.Birju Maharajji after he watched her perform at the National Kathak Festival 
in New Delhi.
Rashmi has been performing solo and with her peers in India and around the world. 
Rashmi is the Principal of the Dance Unit at Kalachhaya, where her students have 
won laurels for their performances.She also makes time to mentor children take their 
first steps in Kathak. She holds a Masters Degree in Psychology and her areas of 
research include dance as a aid to therapy. 

Vishnu’s Avataras
Bharatanatyam -  Devmudraa Group, Aurangabad
Artistes: V Soumyasri & disciples
Shital Kshotriya Jaiswal, Trupti Kurle, Sai Ghadge, Vedangi Hiswankar
Dashavataras in Tamil “Parkkadal Alaimei” Composed by Udumalaipettai Narayana 
Kavi
& Bhavayami Raghuramam in Sanskrit by Swati Tirunal depicting the life incidents 
from the story of Lord Ram
Kuchipudi – V Soumyasri & Devmudraa group, Aurangabad 
Prahlada Sabdam
Choreographed and guided by Guru Smt Sumathy Kausahl, USA
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Vaddadi Sowbhagyam, nee Sowbhagya Gowri, 
was born in Kakinada District of Andhra Prades. 
She spent her childhood along with her seven 
siblings participating in the annual Sivaratri 

celebrations that took place at home when her parents-father  Late Sri Goparaju 
Venkata Subba Rao (popularly known as ‘Mahadeva Sambho’)  and mother Late 
Smt Raja Rajeshwari hosted many devotees who gathered for the event.  She was 
talented in singing and acting. She  sang devotional songs like ‘adhyatma ramayana 
keertana-s’ which needed special training and acted in school drama-s playing main 
roles. After her marriage to Dr. Vaddadi Krishna Rao she stayed in Visakhapatnam 
in Andhra. The in-laws living as a joint family were not only culturally interested 
and attended music and dance programmes taking place in the town, but also 
encouraged children to get trained in music and dance.   
The Vaddadi house was always buzzing with dance activity as the resident 
teachers, Dr. Nataraja Ramakrishna and Vedantam Lakshmi Narayana Sastry 
giving training in various aspects of Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam dance forms 
to the eldest daughters, Uma and Sumathy. (aka Dr. Uma Rama Rao and Smt. 
Sumathy Kaushal). Sowbhagyam, having an aptitude in designing and stitching 
dresses for her children got involved in supervising the costumes, ornaments 
and hair-dressing etc. Later her other two daughters, Suguna and Rajyalakshmi 
became trained artistes in Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam. Even after the demise of 
her husband in 1957, she showed courage by seeing them to continue their dance 
activity despite, facing opposition and the social stigma attached to pursuing dance 
for girls. They received various awards, accolodes and appreciation from one and 
all for their artistic achievements and even academic pursuits. They established 
dance institutes in Hyderabad, the United States of Ameirca and Mumbai. She 
was a pillar of support and strength not only for daughters but many dancers who 

SMT. VADDADI SOWBHAGYAM
(March 18, 1915 - Janurary 14, 2007)
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received inspiration from her advice and encouragement. She became the trend 
setter for evolving a hair style for Kuchipudi dance when the performances in solo 
format. 
Looking elegant, cheerful and friendly nature even at the age of 92 
she inspired many in her life time. Her contribution to music and 
dance activity was multi-fold. She not only reprinted the book 
titled “Akshara Hamsalu” with devotional songs (keertana-s) 
composed by her Guru and  father ‘Mahadeva Sambho’, in a 
unique format but even produced two audio-CDs. She even 
formed a trust to facilitate similar activities and spent her 
last days sharing the spiritual and cultural values she 
learnt in her life time. To continue her aspirations and 
interest in cultural activities,  the ‘Sowbhagya Pratibha 
Award’ has been started last year in 2016 by V Soumyasri (her granddaughter & 
Daughter of late V. Jagnnadha Rao & Smt. V. Rajani)  Director of Devmudraaa 
movement school, Auranagabad to recognize and extend encouragement to the 
talent in budding and young dancers in various age groups. It received tremendous 
response with over two hundred students coming over from different parts of the 
country.  Last year Devmudraa has introducted national competition fo classical 
dances to promote young talent under the name of Sowbhagya Pratibha

Sowbhagya Trust Members
 Smt. Sumathy Kaushal       Smt. Vijaya Ramam       Dr. Smt. Rajyalakshmi Seth
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KUCHIPUDI:  HISTORY, EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT
DR. RAJYALAKSHMI SETH

In India, similar to the cultural and regional difference in traditions, languages, beliefs and 
dress, art forms too are classified broadly as  Visual (painting, sculpture and architecture) 
and Performing Arts (Music, dance and drama) .  The performing arts again are classified 
as classical, Janapada, tribal, devotional, ritual, modern, popular and so on.  In India, 
presently we have eight classical dances.   They are: 1. KATHAK   2. MANIPURI 3. 
BHARATANATYAM   4. KATHAKALI 5. KUCHIPUDI  6. ODISSI  7. MOHINIYATTAM   
8. SATTRIYA
While four dance styles were recognized as classical dances till 1950s, three more, I.e., 
Kuchipudi, Odissi and Mohini Attam, received the classical status in the late 1950s. Sattriya 
was added to the list in the year 2000. The dance forms which got classical status after 
1950s made various changes in their structure and content to their performance and training 
traditions. 
• In this article I am describing details that differentiate Kuchipudi from the other dance 

forms. The inputs in this articles are based on the experience made during the  doctoral 
studies)As a practicing Kuchipudi and Bharatanatyam artiste and researcher for over 
five decades, this article is based on experience and inputs 

• In Kuchipudi dance-drama tradition where  the popular dance-drama, Bhamakalapam, 
was  performed (presently performed as a dance-drama as well in the solo format) by 
these artistes for more than four centuries by artistes belonging to few brahmin families 
bearing surnames, Vedantam, Bhagavatula, Vempati, Chinta, Tadepalli, Pasumarti and 
so on.

• In Andhra, then a part of Madras presidency, different movements started off in the early 
20th century and many were geared towards developing a distinct regional identity for 
Telugu speakers.    

• From the 19th century onwards a breakthrough came in many of the dance traditions  as 
a revival process during the freedom struggle to establish their regional and pan-Indian 
identities.  This is also to protest the western culture that was getting introduced during 
the British rule. Kuchipudi  went through  multi-dimensional changes in the twentieth 
century, specifically from 1930s, from its rural, temple-centered , dance-drama origins 
in Andhra region into one of the major classical dance forms of India (presently eight 
forms enjoy this status), that is gaining a pan-Indian status and now international reach 
and popularity.

•  Transformation and development as a classical dance from its dance-drama tradition 
and its place in the classificatory system of Performing arts in India points out that no 
dance form currently established as a classical dance form exists in isolation without 
any historical, geographical, social and cultural linkages.

• They were the touring artistes travelling from village to village, mainly in Andhra 
region, and performed at temple-premises or prominent street corners and junctions. 
The make-shift stage on stacks of paddy bags, with burning torches on either side of 
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the stage to provide light, artistes themselves singing, was the practice of the tradition. 
• Strictly followed all-male participation in all aspects. Female roles were played by 

male artistes only.  The popular female protagonist, Satyabhama, is played by males 
befittingly. The most acclaimed artiste for this ‘male in female role” was Vedantam 
Satyanarayana Sarma who till the last performance of his played this role only.

• Costumes were prepared by themselves using a special wood called ‘punugu’ designed 
with sequins and coloured papers. Make-up material included pastes and ---- 

• Besides Bhamakalapam some solo compositions found a significant place in Kuchipudi 
dance-drama traditions performed  in-between the story lines to break the monotony as 
well to keep up the audience interest. They gave an inseparable identity. 

• Tarangams are the chapters in saint-composer Sri Narayana teertha’s composition titled 
“Srilkrishna Leela Tarangini” . Each chapter describes the childhood deeds of Lord 
Krishna and various episodes highlighting his manifestation. 

CHANGES  & PRESENT KUCHIPUDI
• Structure: Presentation style (from dance-drama to solo format), Venue (temle centred 

to urban stage), performers (entry women in the male-oriented performances),  Content  
(Music, Lyrical content, Repertoire and Dance Technique) 

• Audiences and performers comprised of non-Telugu speaking with various cultural 
backgrounds.   

• Establishment of both cultural and academic institutes for training dancers from Indian 
and abroad. 

• Music- systematic presentation and inclusion of various genres of compositions of 
Carnatic style of South Indian classical music for dance execution. 

• Lyrical content: introducing more variety of themes to suit the solo format  besides 
the popular Bhamakalam and dance-dramas presented by groups of artistes referred as 
melams. 

• Dance technique: inclusion of pure-dance or nritta and expressional  nritya dance 
compositions.  

• Repertoire – from the original dance-drama themes to solo compositions like jatiswaram, 
sabdam, tarangam, varnam, padam, javali and tillana and so on. 

• Costumes - changes in the costume took place when female dancers 
started performing. The stitched costume and matching jewellery 
came into use. Even a suitable hair-style evolved that distinguished 
Kuchipudi from the other dance styles like Bharatanatyam and Odissi

Dr Rajyalakshmi Seth
Kuchipudi Teacher, Choreographer, 

Tagore National Scholar 
( Ministry of Culture, Government of India- on Indian classical dance notation) 

Mumbai Mobile: 09892520934  Email: <drrseth@gmail.com
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CONVERGENCE OF POETRY INTO DANCE AN ADAPTIVE PERFORMANCE 
 (A self experience)

At the outset any performing arts such as Dance, Drama, and Folk Art has a significant 
and promising place. Wherever I perform a dance particularly a classical dance I certainly 
experience the institutive feeling, and I feel have instilled a kind of sacred pleasure out of 
my dance performance. While enacting this kind of arts form I often have a sensitive feeling 
of an esthetic pleasure and present myself before the audience.
Convergence of poetry into dance simply means to attribute the appropriate interpretation 
through the art form i.e. dance. I would be striving hard to convey my emotions and feelings 
through every word of poetry. Poet always conveys the meaning through symbols and 
metaphors to achieve the expected result which he has in his heart of hearts. Therefore 
I always try to reach poets feeling (Bhava) t the audience by my dance performance. 
Convergence of poetry into dance can easily be achieved by employing all the elements and 
ingredients of dance by means of rhythm mood, Bhava which has already been expressed 
through each and every word the poet uses. This becomes a perfect blending of poetry and 
dance. The audience too becomes one with this wonderful blending. 
The audio visual form plays an important role as far as dance performance is concerned. 
Bhava (Feeling) depicted in the poem can effectively be presented in a dance form. In other 
words dance is not only a spectacle but also a listening activity when the same is performed 
on the stage.
When the art becomes a medium of expression and performance, it becomes complete and 
the artist becomes the only medium to express. The hidden secrets of art forms are unfolded 
by the artist. Artist communicates the truth in the art. Every art performance has its own 
typical language.  The language is the very substance of that art. Every art has its soul of 
communication, and the language becomes the means of communication of this art. Out of 
the various body formations through which the art reaches the audience, the most capable 
expressive form is the language of that art.
Language is an expression in line with the art. However when it is actually expressed it 
takes a new form. Truly speaking it’s not a new form but it is a new dimension at the time of 
presentation it is Artist who exhibits the art. The artist has to understand what the art is. After 
knowing the art all the means of expressions are opened. His emotional mind awakens while 
understanding the language of the art. And once he perceives this language, he presents the 
Art in that language.
Putting hearts into the dialog is a language of Drama. Similarly expressing the word with 
rhythm & cord is the language of music. And the language of dance is a perfect blending of 
rhythm, cord, acting & footwork. In short dialog for Drama, singing for Music & footwork 
for Dance are the language of that  respective art. The basic objective of language is to 
establish inter through language of art is the medium of communication. Dialogs are intended 
to attain the specific objective. Hence all the relevant components should aim at the same 
direction. 
It is believed that the sixth sense i.e. the mind or soul is closely related to the stage language. 
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This stage language is nothing but the language of theatrical performance. At the same 
time it’s the language of the audience. Ultimately the language of audience is the language 
of theatre. Every Art has its own principles, features. Every Art form has a philosophical 
thought. This thought is the language of that art. Poetry is the beauty of Drama & poetry 
is the beauty of Dance as well. When we think of dance the body language becomes the 
language of Dance. Body & Mind speak together in Dance. The literature on which dance 
is performed is the literature expressed through body & emotions.  Emotions, thought and 
interest become the language of dance. I perform a dance which means I express my feelings. 
The emotions  explode through the body in the performance. The body languages (Angik 
Abhinay) along with the emotional (Satwik Abhinay) acting reach the hearts of the audience 
effectively.
Theatrical language is the language which combines all the elements of the Art. The 
performing artist is the creator of theatrical language. He decides that language. Art is the 
game of emotions, played on the stage of mind body and soul hence it is an attitude of 
experiencing the taste of that particular art. 
Theatre is the space, even if it is vacant we feel it, sometimes it is brightened with rays of 
light, sometimes music occupies it, sometimes the colors blossom it. It mingles with the 
living & non living things. Theatre is the space occupied by many visible & non visible 
elements that impress us. What audience experiences at a glance at the stage is the language of 
theatre. The process through which the Artist occupies the Theatrical space is the Theatrical 
language. The experience of theatrical language in invisible. It is the artist who gives various 
dimensions to the theatrical space all this dimensions contribute to the language of theatre.
Basically, I am the Artist of Bharat Natyam. While study8ing this art form I try to interpret 
what the art is. We know that the art is ready to express beyond all the limits. The art is being 
expressed according to the form & the style given by the artist. Even though the medium of 
art is the same, many artists present it in their own ways.
Every artist establishes his relationship with the art by understanding the art because he 
wants to take the art beyond the feelings. This process is also the language of theatre. During 
the dance performance I have to play different roles. For this purpose I need to get involved 
into the role. This is the deliberate change made in the body language, complementary to the 
respective roles. This change may be the change in gender. This change through which the 
artist reaches the audience is the language of dance.
I presented the Narvas based on the poetry & features of saint Eknath. I selected the 
different poems & features written by saint Eknath which nourished the Navrasa & the 
same were composed in musical form for presentation. In the actual production of the dance 
presentation I tried to communicate the performance. This automatically becomes the script 
of the presentation.
When we think minutely on this, poetry is one of the forms of literature. Vocal, instrumental 
music are of different styles & dance is still a different sytle. When all these different styles 
are combined together in the dance performance it becomes my theatrical language. My 
experience in adopting the different styles and forms with emotional understanding of 
different forms of expressions are converted into a Dance Performance. For my sake it is 
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nothing but the language of theatre. When artist becomes the sole elements of a particular 
Art, he becomes the medium of that art. As a result, because of his sincere efforts the art 
gets flow. This flow is of what he has experienced. Artist plays with imagination. He also 
plays with unexpressed feelings. This imagination is not in forms of images but has a true 
sense behind it. Through imagination he gives s shape to his thought. Artist tries to give a 
structural frame to what he derives. While performing, the eyes of the audience are watching 
what the artist is playing. This is nothing but the chemistry of the relevant elements of that 
particular art and as a result this chemistry comes out. At this point artist becomes an art. 
Here the dreams of the artist come true in the real sense of the term i.e. art. Here the artist & 
his art go beyond the word and also beyond imagination and beyond all. In this juncture the 
artist & his art experience the heavenly pleasure which is beyond his reach. This experience 
is a miracle & the place on which it happens is theatre. An Actor brings all the theatrical 
elements in one stream it means he tries to transcend all the elements in to the art.
When all the elements come together i.e. when you feel the sense of reality, sense of unity 
then your energy speaks, your organs speak, your muscles speak in other words your every 
movement, even silence becomes the language. You feel the space, you give the depth. You 
make word alive, you present your body in novelty. You are the noble and scholar on the 
stage. Your body gestures give new vision and new dimensions. Your performance makes 
you an ideal to idol. The whole spectacle on the stage and off the stage becomes a goggle and 
this is solely because of your creativity of the theatrical activity. When you are performing 
on the stage with hand props, stage props though is not in use speak with the audience. 
I interpret poetry through dance means I try to explore all the elements, and important 
ingredients of poetry into dance. I certainly feel that such change gives and esthetic pleasure 
when my thinking process offers new meaning to poetry. Here artist gives new vision to 
the poetry. The words which are in poetry take the place of dance. The expressions through 
words changing into the poet in his poetry come out in the real sense of the term. Here 
dance is the medium for presenting the poetry through the artist. As a dance artist I carve 
and give dancing shape to the word which is depicted in poetry. Each & every word which 
is in poetry reflects through dance. When my body gets acquainted with every word of the 
poetry, my body also reflects in the form of poetry through my dance. I adopt all the process 
which makes my performance impressive & effective. Let me be very clear at the back of 
my mind that when I think of poetry in order to have convergence into 
dance, I accept all the challenges in order to make an indelible mark on 
the minds of the audience through my dance performance. I conclude by 
saying that the process of convergence of poetry and adaptation is fully 
and satisfactorily achieved through the art form i.e. ‘Dance’

Dr. Jayant Shevtekar
Asst.Professor,

H.O.D. Deptt. of Dramatics,
Dr.B.A.M.Univeristy, Aurangabad. (M.S.)
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Significance of Arts in Education or Life

In my college i.e. Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya, we tend to have our own method of 
channelizing them for Degree in classical Indian dance and I am proud to say that we not 
only create “Total Dancers” but “We create Cultural Ambassadors” in our college. Today 
I am going to speak to you about our arts and its influence in different spheres of life. 
Obviously my main thrust would be on classical Indian dance as that is my forte. We dancers 
when we are asked to speak it becomes a difficult task as we are used to expressions without 
speaking, but I hope I’ll be able to satisfy this young inspiring minds. 
Education is the most important aspect of every human being’s life. It is supposed to bring 
sophistication, culture and dignity and it satisfies the inquisitiveness of intelligent thinking 
mind. Education “Vidyaa” means learning and getting the essential knowledge and in olden 
times students used to imbibed it in the Gurukula Ashrama. The famous shloka, 
“Gurur Brahma, Gurur Vishnu”, emphasizes the presence of Guru, the mentor who is God 
incarnate. This shloka places Guru, the teacher on the highest pedestal and he is considered as 
the Supreme Being incarnate. The Guru taught various subjects like science, arts, philosophy, 
Vedas, puranas, maths, archery and other warfare tactics etc and also enlightened students 
spiritually. In those days there were no agencies to accreditate them but their contribution to 
students life was unimaginable. 
The “quality education” that we so often speak about was prevalent in those times. Students 
from every strata of society were warmly welcomed – whether they were from royal family 
or an ordinary family – everybody was treated on par completely. Besides the regular 
subjects, arts like dance and music were also taught to the students. It is said that both 
Rama and Ravana were adept dancers. Ravana was a great vainika – a veena player and 
a mathematician too. These arts were mandatory to learn to enhance both knowledge and 
skill. Today neither such enlightened Gurus exist nor do such students who want to imbibe 
all supreme knowledge. There is a conflict in today’s younger generation which we need to 
delve into. There is dissatisfaction all around leading to violence, frustrations and ultimately 
suicides. The younger generations today achieve a lot materialistically but mentally or 
psychologically they are impoverished. They are unable to cope up with the failures of life. 
They might be awardees of great degrees like Management, Engineering, etc but they are 
unable to manage their lives, engineer right kind of livelihood.
We need to seriously think about our shortfalls in brining up our young children. In today’s 
situation we need to perceive our ideas and find out a solution in dealing with their frustrations 
and traumas. In such trying times arts like theatre, music, dance, painting, sports etc play a 
humongous role. All classical Indian arts in general and dance in particular are imbued with 
lofty spiritual and philosophical concept. The concept like love, peace, truth, harmony and 
spiritual upliftment are intertwined in these arts and they make a human beings life more 
grounded and spiritual. I think the “quality education” and “quality students” that we harp 
about could be created with the help of these great Indian arts. If they were not necessary for 
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personality development and spiritual upliftment they would not have been included in the 
syllabus of Guru’s ashrama. These arts also function as stress busters and help one to cope 
up with the negativities of life.
But the irony is that these arts are revered and respected by the counterpart in the west. 
There are foreigners who take up these arts and they feel that it gives them solace and 
peace but we look down upon them. But this kind of dilemma exists in today’s young mind. 
Mentally our slavery to British still exists or should I say today we need sanction from the 
west to acknowledge our culture or tradition. “Yoga” of our country becomes “yogaa” from 
the U.S. and they reveal to us the benefit of “yoga” for good health. If a youngster is learning 
Indian classical dance he or she is probably looked down upon in his or her peer group as 
if he / she is some “adimanav”. A youngster looks down upon anything that is traditional as 
conservative and outdated. Please do not surmise that I am against modernization, in fact 
there are certain areas where we need to abreast with the world but I am speaking about the 
“identity crisis” that our youngsters go through and discard our tradition, values, etc.
The situation is so very precarious. The role model’s have changed. There was a time when a 
scientist, a doctor, a sportsman or a teacher was a role-model for the child. Today a model, a 
film-actor, etc and his glamorous life has become an inspiration for these young minds. They 
want everything instantly, by hook or by crook and want comfort and luxuries at any cost.
We need to awaken to this situation and hold on guards to our tradition, culture and heritage. 
The culture which gave us great social reformer and religious leader like Swami Vivekananda 
whose thoughts even now move you from within. The culture which gave Mahatma Gandhi 
the concept of non-violence and this non-violence played a pivotal role for our independence 
struggle. We need to awaken our young minds and instill in them righteous behaviour and 
good values and reverence for our cultural heritage. We all need to work together, the parents, 
the teachers, the spiritual gurus towards upliftment of younger minds. 
I congratulate Ms. Soumyasi for the festival of dance and thank her for giving me this 
opportunity to write for her journal.
Thank you very much.

                 

 Dr. Uma Rele
                    Principal 

Nalanda Nritya Kala Mahavidyalaya, Mumbai
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Silent Features of Kathak Dance Style
                                     
As I think of Kathak and its development as a style, I am immersed by two factors. One, 
it started from the story telling tradition, mainly associated with Hindu temples and its 
development as a dance style in the Mughal and Rajput Maharajas’ courts. As a result, we 
have a beautiful amalgam of the Hindu and Muslim cultures in the present map of this style. 
This is a unique cultural advantage of Kathak.
Kathak in performance moves from a slow, highly controlled body with minima gesture to a 
fast tempo of footwork to end the performance with a string of small lyrical technical units 
with elaborate co-ordinations in body movement. Each small unit receives the audience 
response and moves forward, culminating in the heightened joy of ‘Laykari’ or sheer 
footwork, bringing out the play with time units and the framework of the Taal cycle. The 
format in which the taal is presented on stage through these lyrical units like todas, tihai, 
paran, etc. is a speciality of Kathak.
Kathak is not very strictly bound in the ‘shastra’ or written tradition of dance. It keeps 
the expressive intent central to the composition and uses technique and body language 
accordingly. For narrative aspects of various episodes from mythology, Kathak has a special 
framework of movement alone that does not depend on words for ‘telling’ the story. gat and 
Gat-bhaav are very special to Kathak in its narrative strength. Use of mime for effective 
communication makes it accessible for larger audiences as compared with the levels of 
connoisseurship’s expected with the symbolic hand gestures from the technical dance 
language of shastra-s. While stories from mythology are widely known, the device Gat-bhav 
can depict contemporary events with ease and intelligibility.
As a part of performance, Kathak dancers recite the percussion compositions, a special 
skill to be acquired as part of learning Kathak. This skill, known as ‘Padhant’ becomes an 
important aspect of physical training involving control of breathing. Kathak footwork has 
a special feature known as Kramalaya. This is the skill of divisions of the unitary matras 
being modified with the basic scale unchanged and the finer divisions superimposed on it 
as it ware. This is presented with the basic 8 steps, known as Tatkar. The Jarab of Tatkar 
and Laykari reaches on different points. Keeping the mental awareness of timing of stress 
(Jarab) while presenting the Kramlaya needs high level sense of timing.
In matters of the use of strength in movement and the softness of feeling, Kathak traditions 
of the valiant Rajput heros and the devoted lovers of Krishna cults have made the Kathak 
repertoire rich in both, the strong virulent movement patterns and the soft ‘Rasa-s’ of Bhakti 
and shringar. This flexibility is also seen in collaborations of a dancer like late Chitresh Das 
who made a mark in the U.S. dance scene, linking Kathak with Yoga and collaborating with 
a tap dancer like Samuel in a jugalbandi.

Prabha Marathe - 
Senior Guru and founder-director of Kalachaya institute established in 1965 
to propogate the Lucknow gharana style of Kathak, Prabha Marathe was 
initially trained under Guru Rohini Bhate and later under Pt. Birju Maharaj. 
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Manipur has won recognition through the matchless grace of its dance technique, Manipuri 
Dancing. Manipur in the north-east corner of India has evolved a unique pattern of life. It is 
unique in the sense that there is a perfect blending of music and dance with the day to day 
life of the people. 
Manipuris have ancient religion worshiping village Gods ancestors and household deities. 
Maibis, the priestesses describe primitive concept of cosmology through dance while 
worshiping these gods in the Laiharaoba Festival. Before 300 years Manipuris adopted 
Gaudiya Vaishnavism, hence, Vaishnavite religious themes and particularly the life story 
and divine love of Radha and Krishna pervade most of their social and religious festivals. 
Manipuri Dance is one of the most graceful and lyrical dance styles of India. The distinguishing 
trait of Manipuri is an expression entirely through body movements. A delicate balance is 
achieved between movements of the different parts of the body, rejecting emphasis on any 
one part. Dramatic potentialities and a variety of types and forms of Manipuri Dancing are 
skillfully exploited in their numerous dance dramas.
Rasleelas (Dance Dramas) and Sankirtan (the form of an invocation to Krishna & Radha) 
are the highly developed aesthetic forms revealing the religious feelings of the people 
of Manipur. Sankirtan having Pung Chofom (drum dance) and Kartal Chofom (cymbal 
Dance) is performed as prologue to Rasleelas. The songs are sung in Brajabuli, old Bengali, 
Sanskrit, Meithili, Braj and now in Manipuri language written by devotional poets like 
Chandidas, Vidyapiti, Gyandas, Jaydev and others. Manipuri Dance style has its own typical 
set of colourful costumes and decor. It also has an appropriate musical score playing a 
complimentary role. These are evolved to suit the nature and spirit of the social functions 
and religious festivals. 
Dancing in Manipur has been fulfilling its function to the fullest throughout the centuries in 
relation to both the individual and the society. o the individual it has brought spirituality and 
to the society solidarity through purest delight. 
The four  haveri Sisters - Late Nayana and late Ranjana, Suverna, Darshana in collaboration 
- with their scholar teacher late Guru Bipin Singh have devoted 50 years to preserve, 
perpetuate and propagate the classicism of Manipuri Dancing. Their creative . contribution 
has been to bring the traditional and classical dances of Rasleela and Sankirtan from the 
temples to the theatre, without polluting its original form and spirit. They collected and 
recorded the oral tradition from innumerable Gurus and correlated it with the Vaishnavite 
Sangeet Shastras and established the scientific tenets underlying the tradition. Taking root 
in it they composed and choreographed for the theatre.Thereby they widened the horizon of 
Classical Manipuri Dance. Since 1958 they have been propagating all over 
India and all over the world. 

Padmasri Darshana Jhaveri 
Mumbai

Manipuri Dance
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“Uncover your Passion, Be Ignited Every day!”                                       
According to Oxford Dictionary, Dance means to move rhythmically to music, typically 
following a set sequence of steps. This is the literal meaning of dance.
But, for a dancer, Dance is their life, it’s their passion.
According to Martha Graham, “Dance is the hidden language of the soul.”
It takes an athlete to dance, but an artist to be a dancer.
The reason I chose to write on Dance is not because I am a Dancer, it 
is because everybody loves to dance and also to share some knowledge 
about the evolution of dance. But, the sole reason behind me talking 
about it is, if Dance is your passion, then h o w to make it the reason for your 
existence.
Dance is an Art and it can go through where other things 
can’t. And in a world where attitudes are s o difficult to change, we 
need a language that reaches through.
In today’s competitive world and stressful lifestyle,  I want to share 
with you all why making your passion your pay check will let you 
live the life of your dreams and is also a clear path to happiness.
1. You discover yourself before discovering the world.  

You think you know yourself, but there are so many layers 
to your personality that are yet to come out. When you 
will be doing what you love every day, you’ll be reaching 
places you didn’t know you could reach.

2.  You realise that it’s never too late. Your passion will be as 
strong at any point in your life. Once you decide to follow your 
passion and give it your 100%, success will eventually follow. 
Your passion will lead you to pay checks. You’ll not have to 
worry about it.

3.  No obstacle will be able to stop you from moving ahead in 
your field. Passion gives you the confidence and strength to 
take anything with valour. You believe in yourself when 
it comes to your passion and no one can disrupt that.

4.  You’ll be able to push your own boundaries and surprise 
yourself. You think you are good at something and can’t 
excel in it? Just give it a try. You’ll leave the masters behind, once 
you decide to give it your 100%

5.  You’ll be proud of yourself that is the most liberating one can feel.
 P. Prerana Naidu, 
Hyderabad

                                

IMPRESSIONS
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First of all, I want to give u a big thank you for 
giving me an opportunity to speak about our institute 
Devmudraa. You have always been an inspiration n 
reason to shape me into an individual. I owe all my 
success to u. Thanks for instilling great values during 
my formative years. Being a student of Devmudraa 
got a huge platform to perform on national and 
international levels. You are not only an Amazing 
teacher but a great human being by heart also. I have 
amazing memories I carry with me always to never 
give up. Thank u for moulding me into a fine dancer...

Bhagyashree Rajurkar Joshi
Indore

Amnë`m Xod_wÐmÀ`m `eñdr dmQ>MmbrMr X²>eH$nwVr© hmoDZ  AH$amì`m dfm©V  nXm©nU 
H$arV AgVm§Zm _bm A{Ve` AmZ§X hmoV Amho. AmZ§XmMo _ôËdmMo H$maU åhUOo  `m 
Xhm dfm©À`m àdmgm_Ü`o 8 df© _r _mÂ`m ~mbnUmnmgwZ gh^mJr Amho. bhmZem 
amonQ>çmÀ`m S>oaoXma d¥j hmoÊ`mMr hr à{H«$`m _bm OdiwZ nhm`bm Am{U AZw^dm`mbm 
{_imbr.

AmXaUr` gm¡å`lr _°S>_ d lr ndma ga `m§Zr bhmZ - bhmZ JmoîQ>rV àg§JmZwén 
_mJ©Xe©Z Ho$bo, ho A_wë` AmhoMm nU Z¥Ë` - H$bm `m{edm` BVaÌhr Cn`moJr Amho. 
H$m`©H«$_rMr énaofm AmIUo, {Z`moOZ  H$aUo Am{U Ho$bobo {Z`moOZ A_bmV AmUUo 
Aem EH$-Zm-AZoH$ “Leadership Qualities”  Amåhm§bm `oWo {eH$Ê`mMr g§Yr 
{_µimbr. Xod_wÐmMr dmQ>Mmb AerM AI§S>rV nUo Mmbmdr d Ë`mV Am_Mmhr ^ard 
gh^mJ Agmdm hr _ZmnmgwZ BÀN>m! Amåhm gd© {doÚmWr©ZrV\$] AmXaUr` Jwé gm¡å`lr 
d ndma ga `m§Zm ew^oÀN>m !  

Ûew$eeueer oeYeesUkeâj
Deewjbieeyeeo

I feel fortunate forbeing a part of Devmudraa a movement 
school. Devmudra gave me many opportunities to showcase 
my skills and art Guru V. Saumyasri Ma’am trained me very 
well, I am blessed with her guidance and training. I feel 
that you are the best Guru that I have ever had as a student,  
Devmudra made me feel great to perform Bharatanatyam in 
various ways. Thank you so much Ma’am keep showering 
your blessing on me.

Vinod Chavan
Aurangabad
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Hearty  congratulations to DEVMUDRAA and our Guru V. Somyasri 
maam for completing amazing 10 year. Devmudraa is not only a 
classical dance Institute it is my second home where we learn our 
Indian cultural and develop our personlity. Mam always gives us 
many Opportunities to show case our talent in Maharashtra and in 
other states. "We learnt more then what we deserve", I feel. 
I joined Devmudraa in 2010 as student and now I feel very proud 
to be small part of it. All the credit goes to Ma'am and Pawar Sir 
for giving us an amazing memories from last 6 years. Mam and Sir 
you are an inspiration and not only taught me dance but also the 
importance of life as a jounery. Thank you!!! 

Trupti Kurle 
Aurangabad

A guru is dispeller of darkness as described in guru gita.i.e 'gu' is 
darkness & 'ru' is that which dispells. In today's world where teaching 
is only comfined with grand institutions colleges & universities A true 
school that I found in my field of art is Devmudra a movement school..
Which is just possible due to the hard work and efforts of my guru V 
Soumyasri
When you are moving blindly through d valley of life,stumbling in 
darkness you need help of someone who has eyes, you need a guru...
to follow one who is enlightened is d only way out of the right muddle 
that has been created in the great world ...therefore it is also said that 
a blind cannot lead a blind. Being the founder of Devmudra she is not 
only excellent in teaching the dance forms to us but she carries out many other roles, that of a mother, a 
Guide, a woman, a friend etc. Through her behaviour her discipline her spiritual beliefs we as students 
directly indirectly try to inculcate her values. Because a 'shishya' is a reflection of his guru & his 
teachings 
Thank you mam, & also sir Ramdas pawar for their support & guidance. I assure that Devmudra will 
achieve greater heights coz we d students have u as our guru...

        Bhakti Dange
Mumbai

I would like to start by expressing my gratitude to my guru V Soumyasri 
ma'am for this opportunity. Devmudraa is the reason I stand with a head 
held high today. This association has raised a self confidence in me about 
the art of dancing. It has helped me not only in shaping my art but also a 
personality to carry it . It is the place where I realised my true passion under 
my very own guru. I have never been taught by more grace in my life.  
After all this institution has given me I have under guidance of my guru 
continued my passion here in Nagpur under the name "Shivmudraa".I am 
really thankful to this great academy and Soumyasri ma'am who taught 
me by grace and through faith and I hope to continue the same.

Sushma Bhanage
Nagpur
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2006 meeueer DeeheuÙee osJecegõe De cegJnceWš mketâue Ùee MeeŒeerÙe ve=lÙe mebmLesÛeer mLeehevee Peeueer. DeeefCe 
ceer 2010 meeueer osJecegõeceOÙes ie¤ Jner. meewcÙeeßeer ce@cekeâ[s ve=lÙe efMekeâeÙeuee meg¤Jeele kesâueer. ce@ce 
DeeefCe mejebyeöue meebieeÙeuee iesues lej ceveele DemebKÙe YeeJevee oeštve Ùesleele. Deepe ceer ceePÙee heeÙeeJej 
GYeer Deens les Ùee oesIeebcegUsÛe. ceuee ceePeer DeesUKe efvecee&Ce keâjlee Deeueer. ceer Deelee ve=lÙeebieCee, 
ve=lÙeefMeef#ekeâe cnCetve DeesUKet ueeieues. ceueee kesâJeU ve=lÙeÛe ve efMekeâlee DeeÙeg<Ùeekeâ[s yeIeCÙeeÛee 
Je peieCÙeeÛee Â°erkeâesve efMekeâeÙeuee efceUeuee. Ùee meJe& yeeyeeRÛes ßesÙe ceer ceePÙee ‘ieg¤DeeF&uee’ DeeefCe 
mejebvee osles.
lemesÛe osJecegõe Je lÙeeÛÙee mebhetCe& kegâšgbyeeuee 10 Je<e& hetCe& PeeuÙeeyeöue ceve:hetJe&keâ DeefYevebove. 
OevÙeJeeo!

efMeleue #eef$eÙe pewmJeeue
Deewjbieeyeeo

osJecegõe Je ieg¤ Jner. meewcÙeeßeer Ùeebvee osJecegõeuee 10 Je<ex hetCe& PeeuÙeeyeöue ceve:hetJe&keâ DeefYevebove! 
osJecegõe Heâòeâ Skeâ ve=lÙe MeeUe vemetve DeeceÛÙee peerJeveeÛee Skeâ cenòJehetCe& Yeeie Deens DeeefCe keâeÙeceÛe 
jenCeej Deens.
ceer meF& Iee[ies 2011 ceOÙes osJecegõe mebmLesMeer pees[ues iesues. Ùee mebmLesMeer pees[ues iesuÙeeveblej ceuee 
Yeejleele Deveskeâ ef"keâeCeer keâuee meeoj keâjCÙeeÛeer mebOeer efceUeueer. osJecegõe mebmLesle DeeuÙeeveblej ceePÙeele 
Deveskeâ yeoue Peeues. ceuee ieg¤ Jner. meewcÙeeßeer ÙeebÛÙeeyeöue Kethe keâener efMekeâeÙeuee efceUeues. lemesÛe 
mejebkeâ[tve Deecner Kethe iees°er efMekeâuees. ce@ce DeeefCe mej Ùee oesIeebyeöue meebieeÙeuee iesues lej ceveele 
DemebKÙe YeeJevee oeštve Ùesleele. ceer ce@ce DeeefCe mej Ùee oesIeebÛes ceveeheemetve OevÙeJeeo ceeveles keâer lÙeebveer 
ceuee osJecegõele kegâšgbyeele meeceerue kesâues. lÙeemee"er ceveeheemetve osJecegõeÛes OevÙeJeeo..!

meF& Iee[ies
Deewjbieeyeeo

osJecegõe mebmLee Je ieg¤ Jner meewcÙeeßeer ce@ce keâes nce lens efouemes DeefYevebove keâjles nw~ osJecegõe keâes 10  meeue 
hegje nesves mes osJecegõe men nceejs peerJevee keâe Skeâ cenòJehetCe& Yeeie yeve ieÙee nw~ 
ceQ Jesoebieer efnmJevekeâj osJecegõe  Fme ve=lÙeMeeuee ceW pees[er ieF& Leer~ Fme mebmLee ceW Deeves kesâ yeeo cegPes Deveskeâ 
megJeCe& mebOeer efceueer~ Deeheveer keâuee meeoj keâjves kesâ efueS~ osJecegõe ces Deeveskesâ yeeles efmeKeves keâer efceueer~ Deewj 
cegPeces yengle yeoue ngS~ ieg¤ Jner. meewcÙeßeer ce@ce Ùes nceejer ieg¤ Yeer nw Deewj ‘ceeB’ Yeer nw~ Gvemes yenesle efmeKeves 
keâes efceuee~ osJecegõe kesâ yeejs ceW yeesuevee nw lees ceve cew yegnesle YeeJeveeSB nw~ osJecegõe ceW cesjs DemebKÙe ÙeeBos nw~ 
Fme efueS ceQ ce@ce Deewj mej keâe ceve mes OevÙeJeeo keâjleer nBt~ Gvnesves cegPes osJecegõe Fme kegâšgbyeceW Meeefceue efkeâÙee 
ce@ce nces Deehe hej yengle DeefYeceeve nw~ OevÙeJeeo~

Jesoebieer efnmJevekeâj
Deewjbieeyeeo

%eeve , efJe%ee, Deelcee veener,
ve=lÙe ner Skeâ keâuee Deens. pÙeeceOetve DeeheCe DeeheuÙee YeeJevee JÙeòeâ keâ¤ Mekeâlees ner Skeâ Yee<ee Deens peer MeyoeefJevee 
JÙeòeâ keâjlee Ùesles. pemes keâer neJe-YeeJe, Deevebo,  jeie, ›eâesOe FlÙeeoer. ne ve=lÙekeâuesmee"er Jner. meewcÙeeßeer ce@ceÛes ceeie&oMe&ve 
ceuee ueeYeues Ùeemee"er ceer mJele:uee Kethe YeeiÙeJeeve mecepelees. ceuee ve=lÙe keâuesle jme veJnlee heCe meewcÙeeßeer ce@ceÛÙee 
ceeie&oMe&veeves ceePÙeeceOÙes ve=lÙe keâuesÛeer DeeJe[ efvecee&Ce Peeueer. Ùeemee"er ceer meewcÙeeßeer ce@ceuee OevÙeJeeo osT FefÛÚlees. 
lemesÛe Deveskeâ keâeÙe&›eâceele lÙeebveer ceuee menYeeieer keâ¤ve Iesleues lÙeecegUs ceePee DeelceefJeÕeeme Jee{uee.

ØeMeeble ef$eYegJeve
cegbyeF&
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I started my dancing journey with Devmudraa in July 2015.Dance 
has different meaning for each and every person, some people 
believe that dance is cultural ritual, other believe it is just a way 
of source of income but I had great experience with my Guru V. 
Soumyasri Madam, she always says that it is an art of express our 
thought through our body and soul which directly connect us to our 
Parmaatma. If I want to say in my word Devmudraa is not only a 
dance class it is our home where I am spending  very beautifull 
time of my life while learning Bharatanatyam classical dance from 
my Guru. In a very short time span, Devmudraa has given me a lot 
of opportunities for performance in very prestigious National level 
Dance Festivals and competitions. I also thankful to Mr. Ramdas 
Pawar Sir , the trustee member who is a backbone of our team, he not 
only shares his knowledge but also shows the right way of direction 
to our work that I experienced at the time of Jr. Fellowship interview. 
My Guru V. Soumyasri and.Pawar Sir taught each and every minor 
thing while interview preparation with full moral support. I feel very 
blessed and fortunate to be part of Devmudraa team.    

Rohini Pimple Yadav
 Aurangabad

Congratulations to Devmudraa and our Guru V Soumyasri on its 10th year. I 
joined in the year 2010, I was only six years old at that time, didn’t know what 
I was doing but I liked to dance so I went. I began my classes at  Maam’s house 
where she conducted the classes in her drawing room. There I found my friends 
and my Guru and we have grown ever since and now at its present location, a 
big institute. Bharatanatyam has taught me so much, improved my creativity, 
concentration and my Math through dance and music. And now I am part of a 
big family, this family is my second family and Devmudraa my second home.  I 
thank Sir and maam.

Ashwini Deshpande 
Aurangabad

The beginnings of Devmudraa are still fresh in my mind. A small short session in 
the hall with routine powercuts and disturbances. Looking back I must say that we 
have a long way and i am proud to have been able to witness the growth of this 
movement. I believe we in Devmudraa have acheived a lot in the last decade. We 
have to an extent transformed the performing arts scene of the city and changed 
the public's perception about this beautiful art form. We remained honest to our 
purpose of creating awareness and involving people in dance and thus we continue 
to do so. The school has done an amazing job of honing some the finest talents 
in classical dance that I have seen. It has also experimented plenty of times often 
running away from the conventional norms to bring something new and exciting to 
the stage. After 10 wonderful years, we at Devmudraa have yet more to accomplish 
and I am sure that with the passion we have for this art form we shall prosper.

Paaus Saumitra Pawar
Pune
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DEVMUDRAA
a movement school

Registered cultural trust No. F16642

Estd. 2006
Aurangabad

V. Soumyasri   - Chairman
Dr. Richa Nair  - Terasurer
Ramdas V. Pawar  - Member
P. Mahitasri Naidu  - Member
S. V. Pawar   - Member
Paaus Saumitra  - Member
Rajesh Pawar  - Secretary

V. Soumyasri  - Artistic Director
Ramdas V. Pawar  - Creative Director
Shital Kshotriya Jaiswal - Teaching Staff
Trupti Kurle   - Teaching Staff
Sai Ghadge   - Teaching Staff
Prashant Tribhuvan - Administration

Guru. Dr. Rajyalakshmi Seth

Managing Committee

Working Committee

Advisor

Devmudraa Trust Members
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With best compliments from

Tasty Wada Pav

Maitreya Amrut Foods 
(For home made fresh food order and snacks 

Contact Ph: 8380025214) Kai Sau 
Tejaswini 
Memorial 

Trust 
Address: 

"Pashanpusp", 2, Gurukunj Hsg. 
Society, Tilak Nagar, 
Aurangabad - 431005 

Star Phool Centre
Aurangabad

Pallava Ankur Nursery
Aurangabad

Mrs Sharmila 
M Sudhalkar

Mr & Mrs S V Pawar 
Pune

Mr. Manoj Bora

Siddhi 
Events
AURANGABAD

Devmudraa Family
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AVTAR SINGH SODHI
NASA CONSULTANCY

AURANGABAD

With best Compliments 
from 

PENTAGON CONSULTANCY
We provide expert guidance for setting up of Hospital / industries/ Educational Institu-

tion’s.  We undertake processing of loan proposals. 
We provide legal advice and guidance in getting

 ISO 9001- 2015 / NABH / NABL / CE MARK , ROHS, (product certification) Envi-
ronmental certification ISO 14000 / Man Power, Care Taker.

Avail yourself  to this facilities and let the expertise work for you. 
Email : pentagonconsultancy15@gail.com. Reach me : +91 8888842273 / 0240 

2654366
OUR EFFORTS – YOUR SUCCESS……
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